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The European Council, which consists
of the heads of state or government of
the EU member states, together with its
president and president of the European
Commission, defines the general political direction and priorities of the EU lts
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The European Commission rePresents the interests of the EU as a whole. lt
proposes new legislation to the European

Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, and it ensures that EU
law ls correctly applied by member coun-
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FRESH FACES:The European Council's newly
elected president Donald Tusk (lef0 poses for a
photograph along with current President Herman
Van Rompuy (center) and new foreign affairs chief
Federica Mogherini at the EU headquarters in
Brussels on August 30

have brought the EU-Russian relationship to
a low point.

The EU's eastward expansion via a varimemberof the EU. Scoiland held a referendum for independence on September .l g.
To contain these trends, the EU has

taken corresponding measures in the
recent leadership transition, such as endowing the European Parliament with
greater power on personnel management,
including the appointment of the president
of the EU Commission. The new European
commissioners are from all 28 EU member
states, an arrangement apparently made to
display their sense of belonging to the EU.

Relations with Russia
Most scholars in Eastern Europe believe that

the most effective way for the

EU to exert
a bigger influence on countries outside the
bloc is through enlargement. And the EU,s
neighborhood policy through negotiations on
the Association Agreement GA) has played
an important role in its process of eastward
expansion.

ln recent years, the EU has sped up

negotiations on the M and the Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFfA)
with Ukraine and other eastern neighbors.
It has also promised economic integration
for these countries in exchange for guiding
their political transition process via an EU
standard in order for them to fully integrate
into EU governance.

To achieve that goal, the

EU

Commission has proposed the EU's Eastern

Partnership to the European parliament
and the European Council. The initiative

was officially iaun:-.: in 2009. As part of
the EU's regional :: :,,. the initiative mainly
aims to sign the ;.- =^d DCFTA with members of the Comn-: - ,:alth of lndependent
States including : --nenia, Azerbai.jan,
Belarus, Georgia _ dova, and Ukraine.
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Crimean Peninsura .-: armed conflicts
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ety of policy instruments has clashed with
Russia's efforts to hold its traditional sphere
of influence, forcing the two sides into a
dilemma. ln other words, due to their close
economic and energy links, the current EU
sanctions against Russia have hurt the economy of both sides. Thus, despite each side
blaming the other, the two sides have not
abandoned effofts to flnd a political solution.

Under the circumstances, the installment of the new EU leadership has managed

to reach a balance.
Juncker, who represents countries including Germany and France that are more
cautious toward Russia, will coordinate and
guide the economic and political direction
of the EU in the future as president of the

I

European Commission.

On the other hand, Tusk, as former
Prime Minister of Poland, is expected to take

into full account the security concerns of
EU member states in Eastern Europe when
heading the European Council.
ln the meantime, choosing Mogherini, a
political figure who takes a similar stance to
the United States and Britain in foreign affairs, as the EU's top diplomat, shows that the
EU will give full consideration of coordination
and cooperation with the United States and
NATO in its foreign policies.
ln short, the new EU leadership has taken
all factors into consideration, demonstrating
the unique features ofEU governance. r
The auihor is deputy direcaor of the Department for
European Studies under the China lnstituie of
Internaiional Studies
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